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S&P GLOBAL REPORT: REBOUNDING ECONOMIES AND 
COPPER’S BIG MOMENT PROMISE A SURGE IN EXPLORATION

ARTICLE

As the pandemic hit in March 2020, exploration teams around 

the world were hit by travel restrictions just like most other 

industries. This led S&P Global Market Intelligence to estimate 

internally that the combined total of junior and major exploration 

budgets would be down by about a third compared to 2019.

However, when the figures finally came in S&P Global found 

that budgets for non-ferrous exploration fell only 11%, giving a 

combined total of US$8.7bn, against US$9.8bn in 2019. The better-

than-expected result was largely because base metal prices 

began trending upwards after 1Q20 and many governments 

declared mining an essential industry, S&P Global said in a report 

published in March 2021.

That said, these better numbers were due mainly to budget 

increases for gold and silver exploration, which have traditionally 

represented the majority of global exploration spending - gold 

S&P Global’s market intelligence arm asserted in March that high metal prices would mean a strong resurgence of exploration 
in 2021.

Commodity price variations since January 2020

alone accounted for 52% of spending in 2020. Also, gold accounted 

for a record 78% of holes drilled globally in 2020, up from 69% in 

2019. 

Cuts in copper exploration, on the other hand, were particularly 

hefty and accounted for 58.6% of the overall budget decrease 

across all metals. In a release announcing the 2020 exploration 

report, S&P Global Market Intelligence metals and mining 

research director Mark Ferguson highlighted pandemic effects 

in Peru and Chile - with crews prevented from going on-site - as 

the main reason for the effect on copper.

Furthermore, it was Canada, the U.S., Europe and Asia that 

propped up gold exploration, which accounts for the lion’s share 

of budgets in those countries. Thus, even factoring in the hugely 

reduced budgets for copper and other metals, those business 

lines are so small (relatively) that total budgets in Canada and 
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(This graph excludes companies that had not yet published figures, and companies spending less than $100,000/year)

the U.S. fell only 1.5%. 

It was a very different story in Latin America, where total budgets 

were down 21% (or US$556mn). The copper industry of Chile alone 

accounted for a large proportion of that decrease, with budgets 

for that niche down US$196mn compared to 2019 (a 30% year to 

year cut).

The emphasis on gold in 2020 was helped by the economic 

uncertainty brought on by the pandemic, with the market 

migrating to the most stable investment option in the first half 

of the year. 

In Latin America gold and copper were equally attractive in 2019, 

each with a 38% share of the region’s total exploration budget, 

but in 2020 the above effect led to gold rising to 42% and copper 

falling to 36%, according to Paul Manalo, Metals & Mining Research 

Analyst with S&P Global Market Intelligence.

However, as governments took steps to reactivate or reopen 

their economies the gold price started to fall again and the 

emphasis switched to industry-orientated metals. Iron ore and 

copper were standout performers in 2020, with prices ending the 

year up 99% and 68%, respectively, from their first-quarter lows, 

S&P Global said in its release.

At the same time, the predominance of “working from home” had 

put the spotlight on innovation, which often goes hand in hand 

with the conversation about green alternatives, and attention 

turned to copper and lithium as key components of these trends.

The copper price in particular was helped by experts warning of 

deficits with respect to the requirements for innovation over the 

next few years. 

In February 2011 - under similar circumstances - the LME cash 

price for copper passed the US$10,000/t mark for the first time 

ever and stayed there for a week. Today some analysts are 

predicting a similar outcome as the price inches up every week. 

In Latin America total budgets for 
2020 were down 21% and the copper 

industry of Chile alone accounted for a 
large proportion, with budgets for that 

niche down 30% compared to 2019.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence
(“Latin America Regional” refers to budget allocations that show intent to target the region, but without a specific location chosen yet)

In a recent poll of 25 institutions by FocusEconomics, Goldman 

Sachs and Singapore’s United Overseas Bank said they expect 

the price to hit US$10,000 once again in 4Q21, while ABN Amro, Citi 

and ANZ expect it to persist above US$9,000 in the last quarter. 

However, the spread of responses was quite severe, and the final 

consensus for Q4 was an average of US$8,340. On April 26 the LME 

price was US$9,758/t, a level last seen in August 2011.

Does this mean exploration firms are likely to pivot from gold to 

copper? S&P Global believes so.

“In 2021, we do expect a significant shift back towards copper in 

Latin America. This will be partly due to a recovery in budgets 

from the major copper producers (which saw decreases in 2020) 

and a bump in copper exploration due to the current high prices,” 

Manalo told Chilexplore Group.

Overall, S&P Global doubts that base metal prices will drop any 

time soon, which should mean improved exploration figures in 

2021 compared to 2020.

If metal prices remain elevated over the next several months, it 

is likely that the exploration budget recovery in 2021 will also be 

strong, possibly in the 15%-20% range, the firm said in its March 

report.

There are some commodities that are expected to be in surplus 

this year, most notably zinc and nickel, but significant price 

decreases are not expected, Manalo added.

While pandemic rules impeded on-site work during 1H20, 

companies more than made up for it in the second half, and 

globally the number of holes drilled was up 5.3% compared to 

2019. Again, this was driven mainly by gold, with teams not only 

making up for lost time but also possibly keen to do as much as 

they could before lockdown measures became more severe once 

again.

Although the number of holes drilled increased, the number of 

projects remained flat, showing that firms remained fixated with 

exploring active sites rather than investing in greenfield projects.

Still, the lack of change in project numbers was curious 

considering that globally there was a 3% increase in the number 

of active exploration firms last year. 

In Latin America the number of firms increased to a slightly 

lesser extent, by 2.4% (from 337 to 345 firms), but Manalo expects 

the number of active explorers to increase again this year, at 

similar or slightly slower rates than in 2020.

In Latin America, grassroots exploration accounted for 27% of 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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the budget total in 2020, down a little from 28% in 2019. “These 

early-stage budgets should recover somewhat in 2021 but will 

not upend the industry-wide trend away from earlier stages of 

exploration,” Manalo told Chilexplore Group.

In fact, even if metal prices continue rising, S&P Global believes 

it will be a few years before the industry ventures back into 

greenfield exploration, and only with the help of government 

incentive programs. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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ARTICLE

After a 16-year history focused mainly on projects in Mexico and Canada, Westminster Resources lands in Chile.

In March 2021 Westminster Resources (TSX: WMR) closed a four-

year, US$5mn agreement to acquire the “Mostazal” property in 

Chile’s Atacama region. The deal comes on the heels of Peruvian 

acquisitions in 2019, namely Ilo Este (copper-gold porphyry) and 

Ilo Norte (Iron Oxide Copper Gold).

The roadmap in Westminster’s March 2021 investor presentation 

points to an initial emphasis on Mostazal, with modelling and 

targeting currently underway, and Phase 1 drilling likely to start 

in the fourth quarter. In parallel, the schedule calls for mapping 

and modelling at Ilo Este in early 2021, with similar work due to 

start at Ilo Norte mid-year, and Phase 1 drilling is likely to start at 

those sites early 2022.

The proceeds from Westminster’s IPO several years ago were 

used up by its Mexican and Canadian projects, so financing for 

these three Andean projects is starting virtually from scratch.

The firm got the ball rolling on March 30 when it finalized the 

terms of a US$2.5mn private placement, led by Latin Resources 

(previous owner of the Ilo properties) with a commitment 

of US$540,000, and existing shareholders who signed up for 

US$600,000.

At the time of writing, Westminster was finalizing an agreement 

to add US$250,000 to that placement, and apart from that, “the 

only other pre-financing is a couple of hundred thousand dollars 

in our treasury,” Westminster CEO Jason Cubitt told Chilexplore 

Group.

The Peruvian properties are already owned outright by 

Westminster, so it is the financial obligations for Mostazal that 

dictate the firm’s operational schedule. “The key at Mostazal is to 

gain a good understanding in the first 12 months, in order to have 

confidence in making the second payment,” Cubitt said, referring 

to US$300,000 due this year as part of the four-year purchase 

WESTMINSTER RESOURCES FINDS 
ITS CORRIDOR OF POWER

Laboratorio portátil de Corescan en terreno en Argentina

agreement.

Westminster’s business plan for Mostazal calls for US$5mn in 

investment on top of the purchase agreement, and also spread 

over four years. Cubitt expects a final budget for Mostazl “north 

of US$1mn” this year, doubling the figure originally laid out in the 

investor presentation.

The 2021 budget for Ilo Norte will be US$300,000-400,000 before 

even considering drilling, he added.

Although Mostazal produced 120,000 tons of 1.8% copper ore for its 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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previous owner during 2013-20, this was from surface operations. 

A previous owner ran an 11,380m shallow drilling program in 2012-

13, which confirmed a Mantos mineralization estimated to host 

indicated resources of 10mn tons @0.95% Cu.

This covered just 10% of the property, and Westminster’s 

reassessment of this data suggests a much larger porphyry 

system at depth.

From this historical geochemical, geophysical and modelling 

data, Cubitt expects the firm to obtain 3D Leapfrog models in 

early May, followed by some four months of further studies in 

order to identify targets. 

He expects some of the drillholes to produce dual intercepts with 

porphyry targets at around 300m-400m underlying the Mantos, 

and surface mineralization to the east of the 10% previously 

drilled area suggests that this will be one of the most promising 

zones.

Cubitt describes Mostazal as Westminster’s “beach-head” in Chile, 

and the firm has taken note of a number of good projects that 

would help it consolidate its presence. “I’m hopeful that we’ll 

add more to the portfolio fairly soon,” he said, adding that such 

an outcome would trigger fresh calls for financing, as will the 

drill results at year-end. “We’ll know more about the Mantos and 

the deeper targets, so expect a re-rating of the stock then,” he 

concluded. Mostazal’s position in the Domeyko Fault System

Some drillholes are likely to deliver dual intercepts, with porphyry 
targets at around 300m-400m underlying the Mantos deposit.

www.corescan.cl

Laboratorios Móviles

Imagen Hiperespectral

Mapeo Mineral

www.coreshed.com

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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INTREPID GEOPHYSICS ON THE HOLY GRAIL OF MAKING 
HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGING LESS AMBIGUOUS 

ARTICLE

Australian geophysics software provider Intrepid Geophysics 

markets itself as a one-stop-shop for geology modelling solutions, 

although its 2D and 3D products can be bought separately.

The first is simply named Intrepid, and facilitates processing, 

filtering, interpreting, visualizing and map-making from 1D 

magnetic and FTG data. The 3D product, GeoModeller, builds 

models based on geology contacts, dip-dip-direction data and 

drill hole data. 

However, the firm suggests that a mix of the two is ideal, 

pairing the speed and analytical precision of 1D datasets with 

the resolution of 3D inversion datasets. Intrepid describes the 

resulting solution as a 2.5D AEM inversion model, the primary 

advantage being that it can model topography and irregular 

subsurface structures over a geo-electric distance greater than 

the AEM 3D source footprint.

Although Intrepid provides extensive educational resources to 

clients, it recognizes that learning and running the software can 

be time-consuming, and like many software firms it provides a 

managed service option, as well as the option to design custom 

solutions.

The firm also provides a marine gravity solution, Sea-g, and a 

centralized data management system, JetStream.

To learn what these offerings mean for exploration clients, 

Chilexplore Group spoke to Intrepid Geophysics managing 

director Des Fitzgerald.

CER: A recent presentation by your CEO mentions the evolution 

of cloud options for the core solution – what about GeoModeller 

and Jetstream?

DF: The biggest constraint for Cloud software releases is the 3D 

graphics interfaces, but there are many other details that arise: 

What is the location of the data vs the software? How easy is it 

to get a quick result, and in what form does that result show up? 

It is for these sorts of reasons that the ubiquitous desktop or 

laptop with installed software is not going away soon.

a. GeoModeller is designed to be a desktop integrated geology/

geophysics toolbox, so a derivative product with dumbed down 

capability is the most likely cloud version.

b. JetStream is already the embodiment of a cloud solution. 

Large data providers/government agencies/mining companies 

have a massive problem in establishing one point of truth for 

their core reference datasets. Making these available easily, on 

demand, and with clever ways to just get the bits you need is 

where JetStream fits in.  Cloud computing just raises the bar on 

what is expected.

We’d all love X-ray specs for exploration, but in the meantime let’s settle for 2.5D AEM Inversion!

Intrepid Geophysics MD Des Fitzgerald

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Before and After: Optimised Data Processing Source: Intrepid Geophysics

CER: Can you talk about your R&D budget for 2021 vs 2020?

DF: Intrepid has fairly consistently spent around A$1m/year as 

part of our Australian Government/ATO recognised annual R&D 

budget. It is a rolling situation: as goals are achieved, there is a 

change of focus. 

Cloud computing has started to take a large chunk of this year’s 

spend. Amazon has helped by supplementing our budgets, and 

also providing advice from its experts. The evolution of high-

resolution inversion technology that is less ambiguously imaging 

below the ground has a long tradition in geophysics, especially 

following the success of seismic in-basin studies. 

It is inevitable that airborne surveying using EM sensing will 

supplement and provide rapid and cost-effective ways to image 

complex geological section images. Cloud computing just makes 

this more tractable in semi-real time. Those scenes in Star Trek 

where, on approaching a new planet, Mr Spock says he can scan 

below the ground for the required minerals – that still remains 

science fiction!

CER: In what situations do customers ask for a customized 

solution? 

DF: Large organizations with a very targeted brief and legacy 

data issues seem to stand out as requiring customised solutions. 

In South America, the Andes also present unique challenges for 

explorers. We know that huge investments have been made in 

acquiring airborne datasets, e.g. Magnetic Telluric, that other 

countries in the world have not bothered to do. The call for a 

specialised response to actually get some new value from this 

existing sunk cost is a typical customised solution challenge.  

Otherwise, Intrepid stays as close to vanilla productization as it 

can.

 

CER: What problems do users encounter when applying this 

software in the field?  

DF: Complexity, poor control over data acquisition, no idea of rock 

properties, or the weathering profiles etc.  You cannot assume 

that an existing geology map is correct in detail.

CER: What changes to the software are customers requesting?  

DF: Actually, Intrepid has such a depth of experience and has gone 

to such great lengths to capture the details of all the scenarios, 

that we don’t get many requests [for functions] that are not 

already covered by the existing training and examples.

CER: How well set-up are you for providing the Service option in 

Latin America?  

DF: Obviously, boots on the ground is an issue, as is native Spanish 

speaking. In the past, for an instrument company I had set up, we 

had a good local agent in Chile. The Australian mining companies 

have come and gone quite a bit recently, so coming in with them 

is not an avenue at present.  

In Brazil, Vale and Petrobras were big enough to cope with being 

serviced via annual visits from Melbourne. They also funded 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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annual training catch up meetings. But, since the crash in Brazil, 

that has fallen away.

 

CER: Is there any publicly available data that can be incorporated 

into JetStream? 

Glyph technology added to Intrepid’s 3D explore tool. Source: Intrepid Geophysics

DF: South America is poorly served by government agencies on 

this topic. The big satellite datasets are there, but these lack the 

resolution for anything of much use when detailed exploration is 

undertaken.

In the Andes, huge investments have been made in acquiring 
airborne datasets that other countries in the world 

have not bothered to do.to interpret the data.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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NEWS

Mirasol Resources Ltd. (TSX-V: MRZ) is scouting for a new 

Vice President of exploration having appointed previous 

exploration VP Timothy Heenan as company president.

Mirasol expects to fill the VP position by the third quarter 

when the next South American exploration season 

commences.

Mr. Heenan was one of the original founders of Mirasol 

and has led the company’s exploration operations in South 

America since its inception in 2003. 

REGIONAL

MIRASOL SEEKS NEW EXPLORATION VP

NEWS

Tim Heenan becomes Mirasol president

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://2021.aegc.com.au/
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Mirasol Resources Ltd. (TSX-V: MRZ) has signed binding 

agreements to sell its Homenaje and Nico projects in Santa Cruz 

province to Patagonia Gold Corp.

The terms for Homenaje are a six-year earn-in deal for a 75% 

stake, subject to a minimum investment of US$2.55mn in staged 

exploration expenditures.

For Nico, Mirasol has transferred 100% of the property to 

AbraSilver Resource Corp. (TSXV: ABRA) reported high-grade 

assay results from two diamond drill holes at the Oculto deposit 

on its 100%-owned Diablillos property in Salta Province. 

ARGENTINA

MIRASOL SIGNS SALE OF TWO PROJECTS TO PATAGONIA GOLD

ARGENTINA

ABRASILVER REPORTS HIGH-GRADE RESULTS FROM FIRST TWO 
OCULTO HOLES

The layout of Mirasol’s Sascha Marcelina project

Patagonia in return for a 1.5% NSR royalty.

Mirasol also announced that it has started a 2,600m drill program 

at Sascha Marcelina, a low sulfidation epithermal (LSE) Au-Ag 

project in the Santa Cruz province.

Furthermore, the firm awaits assay results from a 1,417m drill 

program at its Inca Gold project in Chile.

Results from one of the two holes gave 36m of AgEq @ 399g/t, 

including 5 m @ 1,645g/t AgEq and 22g/t AuEq.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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BOLIVIA 

NEW PACIFIC AGREES ACQUISITION OF CARANGAS SILVER PROJECT

BOLIVIA 

ANDEAN PRECIOUS METALS DEBUTS ON TSX-V

Location of Carangas

Rio Blanco: One of APM’s two gold exploration properties near Potosí

New Pacific Metals Corp. (TSX: NUAG) signed a 30-year agreement 

to acquire a 98% interest in the Carangas silver project in the 

Oruro Department, from a private Bolivian company. 

New Pacific will cover 100% of future expenditures on exploration, 

Bolivia-focused silver miner Andean Precious Metals, formerly Buckhaven 

Capital Corp. began trading on the TSX-V with the ticker symbol APM, 

following amalgamation of Buckhaven with an APM holding subsidiary 

and another Canadian holding company. 

APM owns and operates of the San Bartolomé silver mine and processing 

operation in Potosí, and with CAD$70mn in cash and metal inventory 

intends to seek organic growth opportunities in Bolivia. 

mining, development, and production activities. An initial discovery 

diamond drill program is planned to commence upon receipt of 

the related permit from the local authorities.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Brazil’s mining regulator ANM announced late March that it 

received bids from 1,985 firms for 3,504 exploration licenses and 

BRAZIL

ANM RECEIVES BIDS FOR 3,504 EXPLORATION LICENSES

BRAZIL

GREAT PANTHER INTERCEPTS 3.9M @ 6.3G/T AT TUCANO

Great Panther’s open pit operation at Tucano

194 mining licenses, first put to auction in December 2020. 

Total value of the bids was 164.8mn reais (US$31.2mn).

Great Panther Mining Limited (TSX: GPR) (NYSE: GPL) reported 

intercepts of 1.75m @ 17.7g/t Au and 3.9m @ 6.3g/t Au from its 

resource replacement and expansion drilling program at its 

wholly owned Tucano Gold Mine.

The drilling indicates continuity of mineralization of the TAP C1 

deposit to approximately 50m–70m below the current pit floor.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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BRAZIL

JAZZ OBTAINS ENCOURAGING RESULTS FROM SAMPLING AT VILA 
NOVA

Jazz Resources Inc. (TSXV:JZR) reports average 19.4g/t gold 

content from auger sampling of tailings on the Vila Nova Gold 

Project, in Amapa State.

These are the first 15 of 145 tailings samples taken from 4-12m 

depth with gold content ranging from zero to 49.9 g/t. 

On the strength of these results Jazz plans to construct a bulk 

sampling facility on the property.

Tesoro Resources Limited (ASX: TSO) has identified an 850m x 

300m gold mineralised zone with outcropping at surface after 

a systematic surface trench channel sampling program over the 

Ternera East Prospect at the El Zorro Gold Project.

Meanwhile Tesoro continues to obtain definition drilling results 

CHILE

TESORO EXPANDS EL ZORRO FOOTPRINT WITH TERNERA EAST 
DISCOVERY

Tesoro operations in Chile

from the 900m x 550m primary deposit at Ternera, yielding 

intercepts such as 9.50m @ 3.05g/t Au from 275.50m and 5.50m 

@ 3.37g/t Au from 82.50m. 

Tesoro has now drilled 42,760m at El Zorro, corresponding to 136 

diamond drill holes.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

MONTERO OBTAINS RIGHTS TO 13,200HA NEAR CHUQUICAMATA

Location of Avispa concession in relation to major porphyry operations

Montero Mining and Exploration Ltd. (TSX-V: MON) 

obtained exploration concessions covering 13,200 

hectares in the Atacama region. The claims are 

40km west of Chuquicamata, and together go 

under the name of the Avispa project.

Montero awaits confirmation of 14 additional 

applications that would bring the Avispa project to 

17,000 hectares in total. 

For the time-being, the Isabella Au-Ag project in 

Central Chile remains Montero’s primary focus. 

Here Montero recently drilled the last of 19 holes, 

totalling 2,088m across four targets. Initial results 

from one target indicate maximum values of 1.88g/t 

Au and 16g/t Ag.

CHILE

NOBEL29 LISTS ON TSX-V, REPORTS 27G/T AU SURFACE SAMPLES

Surface mineralization at Nobel’s Algarrobo project

Nobel29 Resources Corp. (TSX-V: NBLC), 

formerly known as Novo Capital Corp, 

began trading on the TSX-V list with a 

market capitalization of CAD$36.1mn.

The firm is developing a 6,710ha site, 

Algarrobo, where underground and 

surface chip-channel sampling has 

delivered maximums of 36% Copper and 

27g/t Gold.

Historical mining at Algarrobo reached 

no more than 40m, but neighbouring 

properties have been mined to 500m.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Location of URU discovery

COLOMBIA

MAX RESOURCE ON A ROLL WITH DISCOVERIES

Following the 1.6km x 0.6km Conejo discovery in March, Max 

Resource (TSX.V: MXR) has further extended the value of its César 

North target area with a fresh discovery, dubbed URU.

Over 125 rock samples have been collected and sent to ALS for 

assays. Results are expected early next month.

In the last 18 months the Max team has identified copper-silver 

mineralization over 38km of combined strike length at César 

North.

COLOMBIA

OTU CENTRAL GOLD PROJECT CHANGES HANDS FOR US$9MN
O2Gold Inc. (TSXV: OTGO) closed its US$9mn acquisition of the 

24,255ha Otu Central gold mining project in the Segovia/Zaragoza 

regions of Antioquia department. The project consists of interests 

in 26 mining claim titles and applications. 

The change of ownership of Otu Central is by virtue of O2Gold’s 

acquisition of Panama-registered Buenaventura Gold, Inc. from 

Bullet Holding Corp., which has agreed to contribute exploration 

expertise and community relationships developed during several 

years of grassroots exploration. 

O2Gold paid US$1mn in cash and US$3mn through the issuance of 

18,807,206 O2Gold units at CAD$0.20 per unit.

The remaining US$5mn commitment will be paid in the form of 

OTGO shares worth US$2.5mn in October 2021 and US$2.5mn of 

shares in October 2022.

Bullet will also retain a perpetual 2% net smelter return royalty.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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ECUADOR

SOLGOLD UPDATES DRILLING PROGRAMS AT SIX PROJECTS

SolGold (LSE:SOLG) (TSX:SOLG) provided a 

combined exploration update for six projects 

– Porvenir, Blanca, Rio Amarillo, La Hueca, 

Sharug and Cisne Loja - among its 75 regional 

concessions in 14 of Ecuador’s provinces.

Highlights include: 

Porvenir - 25,000m drilling program for 2021 

at the Cacharposa Target, whose initial results 

include 928m @ 0.53% CuEq

Blanca - 3000m drilling program for the Cerro 

Quiroz Target. Assays for first holes expected in 

the coming month. 

Rio Amarillo - 12,000m drilling program at Varela 

target to start in 2Q21.

La Hueca – Target#6 drill rig reassigned to 

Porvenir project, but technical reviews continue 

at Target#6 to finalise further targets nearby.

Sharug and Cisne Loja - 3,000m drilling programs 

planned for mid-2021 at the Santa Martha and 

Celen targets. Scout drilling permits pending. 
Fathom Geophysics 3D rendering of the Varela target at Rio Amarillo, showing porphyry system under-
neath the Varela lithocap area. Planned drill holes in green.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
http://www.sterlingcassidy.com
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Brama gold-copper porphyry target location in relation to other porphyry targets at Bramaderos.

Initial results from the first Phase 2 drill hole at the Brama target, 

in the 4,949Ha Bramaderos project, include 84.3m at 0.80g/t gold 

and 0.11% copper, within a 450.45m intercept averaging 0.47g/t 

gold, 0.1% copper, and 26.9ppm molybdenum.

Project owners Cornerstone Capital Resources Inc. (TSXV-CGP) 

and Sunstone Metals Ltd (ASX: STM) believe Bramaderos is 

shaping up to be comparable to the Cangrejos deposit under 

ECUADOR

BRAMA TARGET DELIVERS FIRST RESULTS FOR CORNERSTONE 
AND SUNSTONE AT BRAMADEROS  

development by Lumina Gold Corp. (TSXV: LUM) 60km north of 

Bramaderos.

Parallel to the Brama target, Cornerstone and Sunstone have 

been making progress at the Espiritu target at Bramaderos, with 

11 holes drilled so far. Results indicate a mineralization strike 

length of 700m, including a 2.5m intercept @ 65.9g/t silver, 1.63g/t 

gold at 369m depth.
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PERU

AUSQUEST STARTS 3,000M DRILLING PROGRAM AT PARCOY

AusQuest Limited (ASX: AQD) started a 3,000m Reverse Circulation 

(RC) maiden drilling program at the Parcoy Copper Project. The 

program consists of eight drill-holes focused on two targets and 

is expected to run until June 2021.

Parcoy is a joint venture between AusQuest and a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of South32 Limited.

The two priority targets at Parcoy

Also, at AusQuest’s Cerro de Fierro Copper Prospect – 50km 

Southeast of Parcoy – a recent 15-hole, 5,000m RC drilling 

program confirmed a shallow copper oxide layer at five drill sites, 

and believed to extend across 1.5km2. Several holes indicated 

nearby porphyry potential, and the best results included 28m @ 

0.57% Cu and 9g/t Ag. 

PERU

CAMINO TO ACQUIRE MARIA CECILIA FROM DENHAM FOR CAD$4.6M
Camino Minerals Corporation (TSXV: COR) settled an agreement 

to acquire the 7,110Ha Maria Cecilia porphyry and skarn complex 

from Denham Capital for CAD$4.6mn.

The property in Ancash comes with historical data from 32,120m 

of drilling.

The agreement involves the transfer of BVI-registered Mineria 

Maria Cecilia Ltd. to Camino Minerals from the Denham subsidiary 

Stellar Investment Holdings LLC, which in exchange will receive 

23,193,098 common shares in Camino at $0.20 per share. 

Concurrently, Stellar has signed a private placement agreement 

to invest CAD$500,000 in Camino in exchange for 2,272,727 Camino 

shares at $0.22 per share. Upon completion of the transaction 

Stellar will own 19.9% of Camino.

Camino is also arranging a non-brokered private placement 

for up to CAD$5mn, to go towards advance exploration at Maria 

Cecilia, the Los Chapitos (IOCG) copper discovery and the Plata 

Dorada high-grade copper and silver project.
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PROJECT SHOWCASE

Available Exploration Alliance Area: Junin 
Visible gold (Au) related to a dominant structural system 
 

 
 
The Junin Project is located in Region I, 130km 
northeast of Iquique and 60km northwest of Huara, 
and close to the San Lorenzo Mine with an estimated 
exploitation of 20,000 ounces of Au (corresponding 
to 10% ounces of the entire district). The area was 
identified by the exploration of third parties in old 
mining activities, by conducting systematic sampling 
of mineralized veins. In an area of 4km by 4km 
different samples were found with mineralization of 
Fe oxides, copper oxides, specular hematite and opal 
quartz, related to structures with a width ranging 
from 0.5 to 1.5 meters. Approximately 60% of the 
area is covered, but it stands out for the strong 
structural control N50-60E, where it is possible to 
identify more than 30 structures with different 
lengths (from 50 to 900 meters). This project has 
geological mapping and geochemical sampling in old  
mining areas and recently recognized structures 
during field mapping, has ICP and Au analysis (with 
values ranging between 1 and 30 gr / ton of Au and 
0.5 and 1.5% of Cu) . Mineralization occurs in opal 
quartz intercropped in the banded zone and in the 
development of hydrothermal breccias with the 
presence of microcrystalline quartz. 
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In lithology, the geology of Junin project is 
characterized by intrusive rocks of the granodiorite-
monzodiorite type belonging to the intrusive strip of 
the Cordillera de la Costa in the area of Pisagua. The 
current model of this project is a vein type system with 
economic interest values of Au-Fe-Cu (IOCG?), With 
favorable covered areas to intercept structures with 
new mineralizing volumes of great geological 
potential. Finally, it is important to note that a large 
part of the work was concentrated in mineralized 
areas and with structural evidence, where drilling 
targets have been defined that allow validating 
structural models with great economic potential. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This project has easy access, is 25km from the 5-
North road (Huara-Pisagua) and is approximately 
60 km northwest of Huara. It comprises a total area 
greater than 150 hectares 
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